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Credit: Getty Images Running your best race is more than just knowing when and how far to train. Here are Olympic medalist Deena Kastor champion tips for racing day success. Credit: Chris Fanning Running your best race is more than just knowing when and how far to train. Here, Olympic medalist
Deena Kastor gives champion tips for racing day success. Advertisement Credits: Getty Images Know what drinks to offer at the hydration station on a race day, then drink that while your workout goes on, Deena suggests: Sports drinks have different amounts of sugar and other carbohydrates you want
to drink one your body is used to. Come the day of the race, let the bottle behind and make a point to drink every time you get to the station. Credit: Getty Images There's nothing better after a tough week of training than massage, says Deena. Good muscle or sports massage (ask the other runners they
go) will help pump lactic acid out of your system, loosen muscles that are tight or too much work, and serve as a relaxing reward for your hard work. Book your appointment for the end of the week so you have something to expect. Credit Ads: Getty Images Racing with a friend? Decide if you're going to
stick together no matter what, or if you're willing to separate if one of you has a fast—or later-day, says Deena. Having an understanding before a race can help you avoid feeling hard afterwards. Credit: Get Blowing Images through the low point of the middle race by directing your focus. Instead of being
obsessed about how your bum knee holds or how tired you get, chat nearby racers (who don't wear headphones). Deena suggested: Break the ice by saying, 'I can really use a push now. What makes you go?' Bye-bye, deterioration! The 1920 Ace motorcycle was developed by brothers Tom and William
Henderson, who began building their famous four-cylinder motorcycle in 1912. After facing financial difficulties, the brothers sold out in 1918 to Excelsior, the motorcycle branch of the Schwinn Bicycle Company. Yet within two years, William formed Ace to produce a similar four-cylinder motorcycle,
although no parts could be sidelined with Hendersons. Ace Motorcycle Image Gallery advertisement produced a great product but proved to be a short-term recommendation. The firm suffered a financial setback when William was killed in a motorcycle accident in 1922, and production scaled out two
years later. The Indian Motorcycle Company bought Ace in 1927, and continued to offer what was essentially Ace four -- wearing the Indian logo, of course -- until World War II. Ace by F-head inline four distant 77 cubic inches. Power was moved through a multidisc wet clutch operated by a leg to a threespeed transmission with a hand transition. The leading link front fork compresses the inner springs of the cartridge type, but the rear wheel is attached to a rigid frame. Weigh about 395 pounds, 1920 1920 not so lightweight, but it proved strong and durable. Several continental records were set on an
almost stock machine, and a jumping version called XP4 set a record speed of 129 mph in 1923. The fact that this motorcycle continues in production for over two decades with little more than a suspension and brake updates is further evidence to the ending design. See the next page for more photos of
the 1920 Ace motorcycle. For greater motorcycle articles and photos, see: Classic MotorcycleHow Motorcycle WorkOther Classic Motorcycle By ExtremeTech Staff on May 17, 2001 at 12:00 a.m. This website may get an affiliate commission from the link on this page. Terms of use. While the meat news
section and often updated Ace is facing the site, its technical characteristics are strong technical characteristics. Date Ace all of her articles so you can see how they current. The site includes technical pieces on chip architecture, improving system performance, and memory technology; how to pieces on
the system overclocking and improve and performance chips; and new momboard and chip reviews. Most importantly, Ace is serious about his technical bend: His technical forums, separate from the site's general forums, require postings to be in computer architecture, design, programming, etc. If it is
irrelevant, it will be deleted without warning. Perhaps it's poker popularity? Whatever it is, the new deck of card playing designers seems to be an outrage of it all. The latest is 52 editions of Aces 2 and with donations from the likes of Eduardo Recife, Pale Horse, Matt W Moore, Gary Taxali, Seldon Hunt,
Nathan Jurevicius and Molly Crabtree, it looks very impressive. The project was coordinated by Marc Wnuck from the German publishing entity Zeixs. The first Deck of 52 Aces - titled Classic Edition - was released in 2009 winning awards and sold out. We know about other decks, but they don't all have
the qualities available. We love poker and we want to create the best, he says. The Classic edition leads to a lot of positive feedback, and through it Wnuck builds multiple contacts from around the world to call for a second. The new deck will be released next month with a limited print run of 999 decks. It
is the same concept, with different packages. Why change the winning formula? He said. Chris Parks - aka Pale Horse - is based in St Petersburg, Florida, and created an image called Demon Paint for the project. My work is heavily influenced by the ancient civilization, religion and multiculturality of the
world, he explained. The Piece of Cat Devils I created for seven spades was inspired by woodblock prints and evil spirits in Japanese mythology. The next edition of 52 Aces can be pre-booked here. Digital Online magazine Abstracts has put together a pack of talented digital creatives with the mission of
producing a new deck of cards individually described. Creative Card will be in the next few weeks and includes many Computer Arts favorites including Joshua Davis, Shotopop, Zutto, Justin Maller and more. Cards by Joshua Davis, Anton Repponen and Andreas Preis. Latvian designer Vlad Korzinin
worked on digital blog Abstracts with Andreas Shabelnikov, Dmitry Melkov and several other contributors. Dmitry shared the idea of creating this card with me and I think it was brilliant, says Korzinin. The next day we launched a website and started writing to designers to hear their thoughts on the idea.
We have 95 per cent positive feedback and the other 5 per cent have just answered yet. For him the project is special because it's collaboration, and also because it's not just about making beautiful pictures. When the card is printed, Korzinin can't wait to hold it in his hands and hopes people will play
using it. And of course, it's a good extra promotion for everyone involved, he says again. Valp, Shotopop and Joao Oliveira made their contributions. The majority of contributors to the deck are artists who have interviewed or had their works shown on the Previous Digital Abstract site. They don't make
random images to appear on the face of each card. Inspiration for each artwork needs to come from the cards themselves, so you'll see all kinds of liver performances, diamonds, clubs and different spades. In addition to the 54 illustrations chosen to each create images for all cards in the standard deck,
Abstract Digital holds an online competition to choose a piece of art to go behind the cards. Entries were entitled and the winner was Giga Kobidze. Watch for printed card release - a very limited number is being made. Evgeni Kiselev presents five diamonds. Photo: ShutterstockThis our week improves
our public speaking skills with the help of expert Carmine Gallo, author of Talk Like TED: The Secret 9 Public Speaking World's Top Mind, which tells us about the importance of stories and emotions when it comes to presenting. Then heard Lifehacker's Food Editor, Claire Lower, telling her own story of
how she went from being homeschooler with a scary stage to the champions of the speech team. Listen to the Upgrade above or find us in all the usual places where podcasts are served, including Apple Podcasts, Google Play, Spotify, iHeartRadio, Stitcher, and NPR One.Highlights from this week's
episode ofThe Carmine Gallo Interview emotional importance and storytelling in the show:Aristotle said without emotion, people can't make an emotional You won't be able to persuade unless you connect with emotional people. Now, what's interesting is that he wrote that two thousand years ago. What
we learned today in the laboratory and through scientific experiments with MRI machines, is ... No one can decide without emotions affecting them. So, if you can't connect to people emotionally, emotionally, lose most of the persuasion and you will be far less influential and effective. G/O Media can get
commissions On how to overcome public speaking concerns:You have to practice under pressure. This is what psychologists, especially those who are in sports psychology, people who work with pitch goal kickers and in football or for golfers staring at two-foot putts putts to win a tournament. The reason
why they can stay relatively quiet in those situations is because they practice it a thousand times and they practice under mild pressure. When it comes to public speaking, you have to wake up, record yourself and have a group in front of you. How about one or two people in front of you, maybe a friend
or peer. That way you practice below, again, light pressure. For more Carmine public speaking tips and to hear Claire's story overcome her own stage, we recommend listening to the podcast. It's fun! If you want to appear on the show, call us at 347-687-8109, or send a voice memo to
upgrade@lifehacker.com. Next week we talk about how to live longer, so if you have any feelings about the topic, share them! Their!
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